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A Direct Branching Algorithm for Checking Equivalence 
of Some Classes of Deterministic Pushdown Automata* 
ETSUJI TOMITA 
Department of Communication E gineering, 
The University of Electro-Communications, Chofu, Tokyo, 182 Japan 
A new direct algorithm is presented for checking equivalence of some classes of 
deterministic pushdown automata (dpda's), after Korenjak and Hopcroft's 
branching algorithm. It is not only powerful enough to be applicable to two dpda's 
accepting by empty stack, one of which is real-time, but also simple ven for dpda's 
in lower subclasses. This is the first time the branching algorithm has been used to 
give such a general decision procedure without ever "mixing" the two languages in
question. In other words, it deals with only the equivalence equation whose left- 
hand side consists of a pure reachable configuration of one dpda and whose right- 
hand side that of the other. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The equivalence problem for deterministic pushdown automata (dpda) is 
very important in both theory and practice. Though the problem is still open 
at present for general dpda's, much progress has been made recently in 
developing procedures for checking equivalence of some subclasses of dpda's 
or of deterministic ontext-free languages. These techniques may be divided 
into two major schools, one is after Korenjak and Hopcroft (1966) and the 
other is after Rosenkrantz and Stearns (1970). 
The technique of Korenjak and Hopcroft (1966) is mainly followed by 
Harrison and Havel (1972); Wood (1973); Katayama et aL (1975); 
Olshansky and Pnueli (1977); Harrison et al. (1979); and Courcelle (1981); 
while that of Rosenkrantz and Stearns (1970) is mainly followed by Valiant 
(1973, 1974); Valiant and Paterson (1975); Taniguchi and Kasami (1976); 
Beeri (1976); Oyamaguchi and Honda (1978); Linna (1979); Friedman and 
Greibach (1979); and Oyamaguchi et al. (1980). 
At the beginning, Korenjak and Hopcroft (1966) proposed an algorithm 
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for checking equivalence of two simple deterministic grammars, or simple 
dpda's, i.e., single-state real-time dpda's accepting by empty stack. Given 
simple dpda's M s and M 2 for which equivalence is to be checked, the 
procedure is carried out by developing step by step a so-called comparison 
tree in which each node is labeled by an equivalence equation (and each edge 
is labeled by a finite input string). The root of the tree is labeled by the 
equivalence quation Z01-=Z02, where Z01 and Z02 are the initial stack 
symbols of M 1 and M 2, respectively. First, it is checked whether there exists 
any input symbol under which M 1 goes from Z01 to some live configuration 
while M 2 from Z02 to no live configuration, or vice versa. If this is the case, 
conclude that MI and M 2 are inequivalent, and halt. Otherwise, let M~ and 
M R go concurrently from Zo~ and Z02 to some live configurations a i and fli, 
respectively, under the same input symbols a~ for i = 1, 2 ..... l. Then expand 
the root by adding to it l sons labeled by new equivalence equations a; = fl;, 
i = 1, 2 ..... l. (In addition, let the new edges connecting the root and these 
sons be labeled a i, i = 1, 2 ..... /, in the same order as above.) This step is 
called the type A replacement or the branching, and is again applied to the 
newly generated nodes repeatedly. Here, nodes whose labels have already 
appeared elsewhere in the tree need not to be expanded further. The most 
important step in their algorithm is the type B replacement for reducing long 
equivalence equations in order to ensure finite termination of the 
development of the tree. This step, however, may generate a new equivalence 
equation whose left-hand side is composed of mixed stack symbols. This 
slightly impairs the directness of the algorithm. 
Now, the algorithm can be straightforwardly extended, by modifying the 
type B replacement, to the case where M 1 is a general dpda accepting by 
empty stack (Harrison and Havel, 1972; Katayama et al., 1975). Moreover, 
Olshansky and Pnueli (1977) have given another extension so that it can be 
directly applicable to LL(k) grammars (which properly contain the simple 
deterministic grammars). The algorithms of these kinds are called branching 
algorithms. Recently, Harrison et al. (1979) have explored such an 
approach, which they call the transformation tree approach, in general. Still, 
the type B replacement and its variants have been difficult to extend to more 
general cases. 
On the other hand, Rosenkrantz and Stearns (1970) had first proved the 
decidability of the equivalence problem for LL(k) grammars by another 
approach. The first stage of it is to construct a composite dpda which 
simulates the joint action of the two dpda's corresponding to the LL(k) 
grammars o that the dpda accepts the set of all input strings if and only if 
the two LL(k) grammars are equivalent. Then the following stage consists of 
a procedure of a totality test for the composite dpda. Their idea was 
inherited and developed remarkably by Valiant (1973, 1974) who devised the 
powerful alternate stacking and parallel stacking methods. By these methods, 
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he showed the decidability of equivalence of nonsingular dpda's and so on. 
Furthermore, the technique was so extended by Taniguchi and Kasami 
(1976) as to be applicable to two dpda's, only one of which is nonsingular. 
Quite recently, Oyamaguchi et al. (1980) have proved a principal theorem 
guaranteeing that alternate stacking succeeds for equivalent real-time dpda's 
accepting by empty stack (let this class of dpda's be denoted by R0), hence 
the decidability of equivalence of them. Moreover, they have extended the 
result in a rather complicated way to have a partial decision procedure for 
equivalence of two dpda's accepting by empty stack (let this class of dpda's 
be denoted by Do) only one of which is real-time. Then it, combined with the 
trivial partial decision procedure for inequivalence, yields a complete 
decision procedure. As a direct consequence, the equivalence problem has 
been proved to be solvable for two dpda's one of which is in R 0. 
So far, the latter school has been dominant in expanding subclasses of 
dpda's for which the equivalence problem can be shown to be decidable, but 
the methods in this school are less direct than those in the former. We should 
note here that simplification of the algorithm is also important to reveal the 
intrinsic problems and hence may be helpful to attack more general cases. 
Now we turn back in this paper to the former school and expand the 
applicable subclass of dpda's. Our result is a direct branching algorithm that 
is powerful enough to be applicable to two dpda's M 1 C D o and M 2 ~ R 0, 
and is by far simpler than that of Oyamaguchi et al. (1980). Henceforth, we 
are only concerned with dpda's accepting by empty stack. 
To begin with, the basic lemma of Oyamaguchi et al. (1980) for dpda's in 
R 0 is extended to show the existence of a constant 3 with the following 
property (Proposition 3.2): Suppose (p, Aco 0 of M l ~D 0 and (fi, f l 'co2)of 
M 2 C R o are any two equivalent live configurations with the length of ~' 
being ~,  or else 0,) 2 = e. I fMj goes from configuration (p, Acol) to some live 
configuration (q, co~) independently of its lower portion co~ under some input 
string, then M 2 goes from configuration (fi, fl'co2) to some live configuration 
(c]j, ?,j.co2) under the same input string, independently of its lower portion co 2. 
The problem in the branching algorithm is essentially to avoid infinite 
proliferation of the comparison tree in case the two dpda's are equivalent. 
Instead of using the sophisticated type B replacement, we adopt here a new 
simpler technique which we call "skipping" (Section 4.2) for attaining the 
above end. Our basic idea is as follows: Let us pay attention to a certain 
node labeled (p, Aa')=_ (/5, fl'fl") in the tree. Suppose then that another node 
labeled (p, Acol)--(/5,fl'co2) with the length of fl' being ~,  or else co2 = e, 
has already been contained in the tree, and that a sequence of successive 
branching steps starting from it under some input string has confirmed that 
M l and M 2 can concurrently go from configurations (p, Aco~) and (/5, fl'co2) 
to configurations (q, COl) and (~j, Yjco2) independently of their lower portions 
col and co2, respectively. Then it necessarily implies that a sequence of 
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successive branching steps starting from the node labeled (p, Aa") ~ - 
(/~, fffl") in question under the same input string as above will also conclude 
that M 1 and M 2 can concurrently go from configurations (p, Aa") and 
(~,fl'fl") to configurations (q, a") and (tTj, ?jfl"), respectively. Hence, the 
latter branching steps can be skipped. The only things left to be done are 
branching steps starting from the node labeled (q, a") - (qj, 7jfl")- It should 
be noted that the length of Aa" in (p, Aa" ) -  (/L fl'fl") is reduced by one to 
have (q, a") = (t~j, 7gfl"). Furthermore, if configurations (q, a") and 
(qj, 7gfl") are live and truly equivalent, hen the length of 7jfl" is bounded 
according to that of a" owing to the real-timeness of M E. We have here only 
finite varieties of the pairs (p,A) and (/Lfl') where the length of fl' is less 
than or equal to ~', and then we can ensure finite termination of the 
development of the comparison tree to reach a conclusion of equivalence. 
Our final algorithm consists of a single total procedure which can detect 
either equivalence or inequivalence. It is not only powerful as stated above 
but also simple enough even for dpda's in lower subclasses. 
This introductory section is followed by some definitions and notation in 
Section 2. In Section 3, some assumptions are introduced for dpda's M l and 
M 2 to simplify the algorithm. Two propositions which are basic to the 
algorithm are also described in this section. In Section 4, basic ideas and 
elementary steps of the algorithm are explained, in which, for understan- 
dability's sake, we begin with a simple partial decision procedure for 
inequivalence. Then it is modified to obtain our basic equivalence checking 
algorithm that works with the prior knowledge of ~ .  The exact flow of the 
algorithm is summarized in Section 5, followed by the complete proofs of its 
termination and correctness. Then it is improved in Section 6 into another 
one that works without he prior knowledge of ~ .  Finally, Section 7 presents 
a further improved algorithm that works without explicit attention to .~. In 
the last section, some remarks are given on the final algorithm comparing it
with the conventional ones. 
2. DEFINITIONS AND NOTATION 
Our notation is based on that of Valiant (1973) or Oyamaguchi et al. 
(1980), with some modifications in order to make it fit better for our 
description. 
DEFINITION 2.1. A deterministic pushdown automaton (dpda for short) 
accepting by empty stack is denoted by M ---- (Q, F, 27, 3, q0, Z0, ~), where Q 
is the finite set of states {p,q,r,...}, F is the finite set of stack symbols 
{A, B, C,... }, 27 is the finite set of input symbols {a, b, c,... }, 3 is the finite set 
of transition rules as described below, qo E Q is the initial state, Z 0 @ F is the 
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initial stack symbol, and the last empty symbol O stands for the acceptance 
by empty stack. We denote strings in F* by a, fl, 7, etc., strings in _r* by u, 
v, w, etc., and an empty string in F* or 27* by e. 
The set of transition rules 5 is a set of rules of the form (p, A) ~a (q, 0) 
with p,q~ Q, A @F, aEZU {e}, O@F*, that satisfies the following con- 
ditions: 
(i) If (p, A) ~ (q, 0) with a E ZU {e} is in 5, then 5 contains no rule 
of the form (p ,A)~ ~ (r, 7) for any (r, 7) 4= (q, 0). 
(ii) If (p,A)~'(q,O) is in ~, then 0=e and c~ contains no rule of the 
form (p,A)o~(r,  7) for any aES,  r, 7. Such a rule as (p,A)-*~(q,e) is 
called an e-rule. 
A dpda is said to be real-time if it has no e-rule. 
DEFINITION 2.2. A configuration c = (p, a) of the dpda M is an element 
of Q x F*, where the leftmost symbol of a is the top symbol on the stack. 
Note that this convention is opposite to those of Valiant (1973) or 
Oyamaguchi et aL (1980), where the rightmost symbol of a is the top 
symbol on the stack. In particular, (q0, Z0) is called the initial configuration. 
A configuration (p, a) is said to be in reading mode if a = Aa" E F + and 
(p,A)-~ a (q, 0) is in 6 for some a E2; and (q, 0)E  Q ×F* ,  while it is said 
to be in e-mode if a = Aa" ~ F + and (p, A) --*~ (q, e) is in ~ for some q E Q. 
A configuration (p, Aa") in reading mode is also said to have a 
nondecreasing mode if (p,A)~a(q,O) is in fi for some aEX and 
(q, 0) E Q × F +. 
The height of a configuration e = (p, a), denoted by [el, is [a[. Here, for a 
string a, l a[ denotes the length of a. 
DEFINITION 2.3. The dpda M makes a move (p, Ao9)-~ (q, 0to) from 
one configuration to another for any o9 E F* if and only if fi contains a rule 
(p ,A)~ a (q, 0) with a C Z'U {e}. 
A sequence of such moves through successive configurations as 
a2 (p3 ..... am) (Pro+, an+,) a' (P2, a2), (P2, a2)-~M , (Pl, al) --~.
(a i ~s ~ and a i @ 2; ~A {e } for 1 ~< i ~ m) is called a derivation, and is written 
as 
(p l ,a , )~(m)  (Pm+l,am+l), where x=ala2 . . .a  m, 
or simply 
x 
when the number of steps of moves m is insignificant. 
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If, in the above derivation, there exists a" C F* such that, for each 
14 i~m+l ,  a i=a[a" for someafEF*  wherea[~e for l~<i~<m, that 
is, the lower portion a" in the starting configuration (pl,a'~a") is never 
affected throughout the derivation, then it may be written as 
Pl, al ] tt  x t ' a 
M 
where ]~F* .  Note that (p~,a'l)~M(Pm+~,a'+~) if and only if 
(Pl, a'll a") ~ (Pro+l, a '+ l  ] a") for some a" E F ~, by definition. 
Besides, if a'+~ 4: e and M is understood, the above derivation may also 
be written as 
(p,,al) T_o(x)(pm+l,am+~), where p= la'll-- 1, 
as in Valiant (1973) or Oyamaguchi et al. (1980). If p=0 here, the 
subscript -p  may be omitted. 
By convention, we let (p, a) =~ (p, a) for any (p, a) ~ Q × F*. Note that 
it is impossible to have (p, e) ~ (q, fl) for any x ~ 27* unless (q, fl) = (p, e), 
by definition. 
A derivation (p, a )~ (q, fl) is also written as (p, a):~>~4 (q, fl) if no 
such derivation as (q, f l )=~ (r, 7) is possible for any (r, 7)v~ (q, fl), that is, 
(q, fl) is the result when M has gone as far as possible from (p, a) under the 
input x E Z*. 
A configuration (p, a) is said to be reachable if (q0, Z0)~1 (P, a) for 
some u E Z*, where (q0, Z0) is the initial configuration. 
DEFINITION 2.4. For a configuration (p,a)  of the dpda M, let 
(p, a) ::~>~t (P', a'). Then if a' 4: e, define FIRST(p, a) to be the set of all 
input symbols under which M can move from (p ' ,a ' )  by one step. 
Otherwise (i.e., a' = e), define FIRST(p, a) = {e}. So, 
FIRST(p, a) = {a E 27 U {e} I a @ Z and (p, a) ~ (q, fl) for some 
(q, fl)E Q ×/ '* ,  or 
a = e and (p, a) ~ (r, e) for some r E Q }. 
DEFINITION 2.5. For a configuration c--  (p, a) of the dpda M, define 
L(e) = L(p, a) = {x E X* I (P, a) ~M (q' e) for Some q ~ Q}. 
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That is, L(p, a) is the set of all input strings accepted from (p, a) by empty 
stack. 
Furthermore, define 
X 
EMP(p, a) = {q @ Q I (p, a) ~ (q, 5) for some x ~ 27* }. 
That is, EMP(p, a) is the set of all states which M enters when the stack is 
eventually emptied. 
A configuration (p, a) is said to be live if L(p, a) ~ 0. 
Moreover, the language accepted by M is defined to be L(M) = L(q o, Zo). 
DEFINITION 2.6. Let the class of dpda's accepting by empty stack be 
denoted by D 0, and the class of real-time dpda's in D o be denoted by R o. A 
dpda M E R 0 is said to be nonsingular if there exists a constant J f  >/0 such 
that L(s, cooo')=L(s',a#)~O implies Ico l<~" for any s ,s ' cQ and 
co, co' C F*. The class of nonsingular dpda's is properly contained in R 0. 
A dpda M E R 0 is said to be simple if it has only a single state q0. Then it 
may be simply denoted by M= (F, 27,6, Z0). For a simple dpda M, a 
configuration (q0, a) is simply written as (a) or a, and a transition rule 
(qo,A)_~a (qo, O) is simply written as A ~a0,  with the meaningless state qo 
omitted. The class of simple dpda's is denoted by S 0. It is further properly 
contained in that of nonsingular dpda's. 
DEFINITION 2.7. Let (p, a) be a configuration of a dpda M~ and (/~,fl) 
be a configuration of a dpda M z. If L(p,a)=L( f ,  fl), then the two 
configurations are equivalent, and it is written as (p, a)=-(/~,fl). Such a 
formula is named an equivalence equation. 
If L(M 0 = L(M2), then the two dpda's are equivalent, and it is written as 
M~ -- M 2. Otherwise, M 1 ~ M z . 
3. ASSUMPTIONS AND BASIC PROPOSITIONS 
Let M, -= (Q1, F1, Z, 6 l, qol, Zo,, 0)  E D O and M 2 ---- (Q2,/ '2,  27, ~2, q02, 
Z02, 0)  E R 0 be two dpda's whose equivalence we want to decide. 
We are only concerned with the case where L(Mg)~ 0, i=  1, 2, since 
emptiness i  decidable for dpda's. 
Furthermore, M/s (i = 1, 2) are assumed to have the following properties, 
without loss of generality. 
(A1) For any transition rule (p,A)~ a (q,O) in 6 i, we have 101 ~ 2, 
i.e., stack height increases by at most one per one move. 
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(A2) For any configuration (q, ¢o) such that (q0i, Zoi) ~u,  (q, oJ) for 
some u E Z*, we have L(q, ~o) 4: 0, i.e., all reachable configurations are live. 
An arbitrary dpda can be easily converted to an equivalent one with both 
properties A1 and A2 without introducing extra e-rules, and this 
preprocessing is of great use for simplifying the equivalence check. For A 1, 
use, e.g., the technique in Valiant (1973, Lemma 1.2, p. 24), followed by the 
postprocessing of Valiant (1973, p. 13) if necessary to ensure for any tran- 
sition rule (p ,A)~ a (q, O) that a = e implies 0= e. For A2, see, e.g., Cour- 
celle (1978, Lemma 1.1, p. 259). 
Henceforth throughout this paper including the Appendix, only dpda's 
M~ ~ D O and M 2 C R 0 under the above assumptions are dealt with. 
Now we give the first proposition upon which our equivalence checking 
algorithm is based explicitly. 
PROPOSITION 3.1. For the given dpda's M~ E D o and M2CRo, the 
necessary and sufficient condition for M~ - M 2 to hold is 
u 
I f  (qo, , Zo,) ~ (p, a) for some u E ,Y,* and (p, a) C Q, x F*, 
then (q02, Z02) ~ (P, fl) for some (~, fl) E O.2 X IN2*, and 
M2 
FIRST(p, a) = FIRST(I~, fl). (1) 
Proof It is clear that M~ = M 2 implies (1), since both M~ and M 2 are  
under assumption A2. 
Conversely, assume that (1) holds true. Then we can immediately show 
that L(Ml)~L(M2).  To show the reverse inclusion, we prove that (1) 
implies 
u 
If (q02, Z02) ~ !P, fl) for some u C Z* and (/5, fl) E Q2 x F*, 
then (q01,Zo0 :-> (p,a) for some (p, a) ~ Q1 X F*, and 
M I 
FIRST(p, a) = FIRST(fl, fl). (2) 
Proof of (2) under (1). The proof is by induction on the length of u in 
statement (2). The basis where ]u] = 0 is obvious. Now we assume that (2) is 
true for any u E £* such that tut ~ n (n ~> 0). Suppose, for some v = ua with 
lul =n  and aE£  (Ivl =n  + 1), that 
u 
(qo2, Zo2) (4, 6) 
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for some (q, ~) C Q2 × F*, where 
(qo2, Zoz)~ - ~,2 (P'~) .2 (q,6) 
for some (fi, fl) E Qz × F+- Then by the induction hypothesis, we have 
u 
(qo , ,Zo , )~(p ,a )  for some (p ,a )~Q,  XF*, 
and 
SO 
FIRST(p, a) = FIRST(fi, fl) (@ {a}), 
(p, a) a >> (q, Y) for some (q, 7) ~ Q, × F*. 
M I 
Combining the derivations, we find 
(qo 1, ZoJ) v > :. (q, 7)" 
MI  
Moreover, it is assured from (1) that 
FIRST(q, 7) = FIRST(q, 5). 
195 
PROPOSITION 3.2. For the given dpda's M 1 E D o and M 2 C R 0, there 
exists a constant ~ >/1, depending on only M 1 and M 2, with the following 
property: 
For any (p, Am 0 E Ql × Ft + (A E F1) and (fi, fl'co2) C Q2 X I "+ such that 
(p, Aml) = (fi, fl'm2) , 
where I~' l  = ~ or else co z = e, if 
x 
(p,A[ogO~M, (q, el¢Ol) forsome xEZ*  and qCQl ,  (3.1a) 
Thus the proof of (2) is complete. 
Then we can show that L(M2) _ L(M O. Hence M~ = M 2 holds. Therefore 
we conclude that (1) implies M~ = M 2. Q.E.D. 
The next proposition is the key for finite termination of the algorithm. 
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then 
x 
(P, fl' I °)2) " (@ 7j t 0)2) for some 
M2 
Note that if (p, Aco 0 - (~,fl'co2) then 
(cTj, yj) E Q2 X F*. | 
(3.2a) 
x 
(p,A~%) ~ (q, ~1) (3.1b) 
simply implies 
- -  I X (p, fl o)2) ~ (qj, ~7) for some (cTi, ~7) ~ Q2 × F*. (3.2b) 
M 2 
Proposition 3.2 says that, if derivation (3.1b) of M l is restricted to be 
independent of the stack content ~o~ which is initially below the topmost 
stack symbol A (as described in (3.1a)), then in the corresponding derivation 
(3.2b) of M 2, the stack content co 2 which is initially below a certain finite 
upper portion fl' is never affected (as described in (3.2a) with ~= yj~o2). 
This proposition is an extension of Oyamaguchi et al. (1980, Lemma 3.7) 
and the proof is presented in the second half of the Appendix. It should be 
noted, howeyer, that our final algorithm can be carried out without explicit 
attention to the value of the constant ~,  as will be seen in Section 7. 
We illustrate this result by presenting some special cases. First let us 
consider a case where Q2 = iq02} (a single state), that is, M 2 is simple, after 
giving the following definition for M~: 
DEFINITION 3.1. Define for (p ,A)E  Q~ ×F l such that L(p,A)4=O, 
k l (p ,A)= Max {Min{[wl [ (p ,A)~(q ,e ) ,wCZ* l} .  
qEEMP(p,A} Mj 
Define then a constant kI for the dpda M1 as 
k ,= Max {k l (p ,A) lL (p ,A)4=O }.
PEQ1,AEF 1 
Thus, if (p, A)~w (q, e) for some w @ Z:* and q C Q~, then it is possible to M] 
w0 (q,e) for some WoEZ* with IWo[ <~kl(p,A)<~k ~. have (p, A) ~M,
PROPOSITION 3.2 (M2 E So). (i) For (p, AoJ1) @ QI × F + (A C FI) of 
MI E D o and fl'co 2 ~ F + of M z C S o such that 
(p, AooO-- fl'co 2, 
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where 15't =k I (p ,A)  or else 092 =e, if 
x 
(p,A 1090~ (q, e l o91) 
then 
for some x C S*  and q E Q1, 
(~'109z) ~ (Tz1092) for some yj E F*. 
M2 
(ii) In case M 2 is simple in Proposition 3.2, we can let ~ = kl. l 
The proof of this proposition is presented in the first half of the Appendix 
for convenience. 
Next consider a case where M 2 is nonsingular in Proposition 3.2. Then 
Taniguchi and Kasami (1976, Lemma 1, p. 41) show that ~9~ = 11 + 1, where 
I1 is a constant given in their Appendix, p. 49. 
Now we turn back to the general case. 
LEMMA 3.1. For the given dpda's m I E D o and M 2 E R o, if it holds that 
(p, a) - (p, fl), 
where (p, a) E Q1 x F* and (fi, fl) ~ Q2 x F* are live, then 
kl lal >~ lilt. 
Proof. Let w be a shortest string in L(p, a) = L(fi, fl) (:~O). Then, I w[ ~< 
k~ la] by Definition3.1. Also, [w[~>[fl[ by real-timeness of M 2. Hence, 
kl lal ~> Iwl >~ I/~1" Q.E.D. 
By this lemma, there exist only a finite number of true equivalence 
equations as above if their left-hand configurations are bounded in height. 
4. BASIC IDEAS AND ELEMENTARY STEPS 
We shall present basic ideas to check whether M 1 ~ M 2 holds or not for 
the given dpda's M l E D O and M 2 E R 0 whose initial configurations are 
(%1, Z01) and (q02, Zo2), respectively. Our task is now to check whether or 
not (qo,, Z01) ~ (qo2, Zo2)" 
The checking is carried out by developing step by step a so-called 
comparison tree. Each node in the tree is labeled by an equivalence equation 
(p, a) - -  (fi, fl), where (p,a)  EQI×F*  and (/~,fl) EQ2×F*  
643/52/2 6
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such that for some u ~ 2;* 
(qOl' Zol) ~ (P, a), and (qo2, Zo2) ~ (17, fl). 
M I M 2 
Each edge from (p, a )= (/7,fl) to a son (q, y)= (q, c~) is labeled by some 
x E 2;* such that (p, a) =~,  (q, y) and (/% fl) =~2 (q' &)" 
It is easy to see that if MI = M 2, then, for each node in the tree, the 
equivalence quation labeling the tree must hold. Initially, the tree contains 
only the root labeled (qo~, Zol) = (qo2, Zoz), which is said to be in unchecked 
status. 
In each step the algorithm considers a node labeled (p, a) - ( /7 , f l )  as 
above and tries to prove or disprove this equivalence. If a = fl = e, then the 
equivalence is trivially verified. If the same label appears elsewhere in the 
tree, labeling an internal node, then we know there is no need to consider this 
node further. In both these cases we checkmark the node. Otherwise we will 
attempt to reduce the equation (p ,a )_  = (/7,fl) to a finite set of other 
equivalence equations, and use them to "expand" our node. We use two such 
expansions: branching and skipping. They are described in Sections 4.1 and 
4.2. 
For the terminology concerned with the tree, see, e.g., Reingold et al. 
(1977, pp. 4445). 
4.1. Branching 
A checking step to be described in this section comes directly from 
Proposition 3.1. 
LEMMA 4.1. The equivalence quation (p, a) - (/7, fl) holds if and only if 
the following conditions hold: 
(i) In case (p, a) is not in e-mode, 
FIRST(p, a) = FIRST(/7, fl). 
(ii) In case (p, a) is in reading mode, for each a i E FIRST(p, a )= 
{a,, a2 ..... at} ~_ Z, let 
(p, a) a____~ M, (Pi, ai) and (/7'fl)" ~M2 (/Ti, fli) 
for some (Pt, ai) E Q, X F*, (/7,,fli) @ Q2 x F*. 
In case (p, a) is in e-mode, let al = e, l = 1, 
(p,a) °' (p, , a~), and (/7, fl) = (/71, fl~). MI 
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Then 
(Pi, ai) =- (Pi, fli), i = 1, 2 ..... l. 
Proof The "only if" part of condition (i) is by Proposition 3.1, and that 
of condition (ii) is obvious. 
Conversely, suppose both of conditions (i) and (ii) hold. In case a = e, we 
have f l=e since FIRST(fi, f l )=F IRST(p ,e)={e}.  Then (p ,e) - - (~,e)  
trivially holds. The case where (p, a) is in t-mode is straightforward. In the 
other case, let aix C L(p, a) for some aj E FIRST(p, a) and x E L (p  i, ai), 
where l~ j~ l .  Then, aiE FIRST(/3,fl) and xEL( f i i , f l i  ) by (i) and (ii), 
respectively. Hence, a jxEL( f i ,  fl). Thus L(p,a)~_L(/3,fl). Similarly, 
L(/5, fl) ~_ L(p, a). Therefore we have (p, a) = (/~, fl). Q.E.D. 
The checking whether condition (i) holds or not is here named branch 
checking to the node labeled (p, a) -= (/3, fl) in question. When it is verified 
to hold, the checking is said to be successful. (In case (p, a) is in e-mode, the 
checking is trivially successful.) Then if a 4= e, we expand the above node by 
adding to it l sons labeled (Pi, ai) = (/3i,fli), i = 1, 2,..., l. In addition, let the 
new edges connecting it and these sons be labeled a i, i=  1, 2 ..... l, in the 
same order as above. These newly added I leaves are said to be in unchecked 
status. The step of developing the comparison tree in this way is named 
branching to the node in question. The internal node to which branching has 
been applied is called the branching node. 
When condition (i) does not hold, the equation (p, a)_= (/~,fl) does not 
hold and neither does the equation (q01, Zo l )= (qo2, Z02). Then, conclude 
that "M1 ~ Me" and halt. Note that the branch checking failure includes a 
case where a = e but fl ~ e. 
The node labeled (p, a) - (/3, fl) in question turns to be in checked status 
when branching has been applied to it or else a = fl = e. The status of a node 
immediately turns to be checked, too, whenever another internal node with 
the same label can be found in the tree. 
Branch checking followed by branching if possible is applied to nodes in 
the developing tree step by step. Here, the next node to be considered is 
chosen as the "smallest" of the unchecked nodes, where the size of a node 
labeled (p, a )~ (fi, fl) is the pair (Max{]a I,lfll}, Min{[a], ]fl]}), under 
lexicographic ordering. 
The procedure of applying branch checking followed by branching 
repeatedly whenever possible in the above way is temporally named a branch 
checking procedure. If all the nodes in the tree have turned to be in checked 
status without encountering any branch checking failure, then conclude that 
"MI --Me" and halt. 
EXAMPLE 4.1. Let us apply the branch checking procedure to the 
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following two 
Z01 , Q~) E D O and 
where 
dpda's: Ml=({qo, ,p},  {Zo, ,A,B }, {a,b,e},fil,qo I , 
M2 = ({q02, q}, {Z02}, {a, b, c}, 62, q02, Z02, ~) ~ Ro, 
~l r~2 
(qol, Zo,) a (qol, ZoO (qo2, Zo2) ~' (qo2, Z~2) 
(qo,, Zol) ~' (q0,, Zol) (q0z, Zo2) b (qo2, Zo2) 
(qol, ZoO c (p, AB) (qo2, Zo2) C~ (q, Z02) 
(p,A ) ~- , (p, e) (q, Zo2) -~ (q, e) 
(p, B) (p, e) 
The whole process of the procedure is shown by the resultant comparison 
tree in Fig. 4.1. The circled numbers at the left of nodes indicate the order in 
which they were visited, and only the nodes with circled numbers ~ have 
eventually turned to be in checked status. Leaf Q (q0l, ZoO -- (qo2, Zo2) is 
check (V/) marked to indicate that the same label has already appeared in 
the tree (at the ® root). Leaf ® (q0~, ZoO = (q02, Z~2) is also check marked 
for the same reason. 
Finally, visiting node @ (p, B) -- (q, Zo2 ) has found the branch checking 
not successful, since FIRST(p, B) = {b} 4: FIRST(q, Zo2 ) = {c}. Hence the 
conclusion is "M 1 ~ M 2.'' 
(In reality, L (M0= {a,b}* eb4:L(M2)= {b*(ab*)" c"+2 [n>~0}.) | 
In general, the branch checking procedure is a partial decision procedure 
with the following property: 
LEMMA 4.2. For the given inequivalent dpda's M 1 E D O and M 2 C R o 
under the assumptions in Section 3, the branch checking procedure is able to 
conclude correctly that "M 1 g~ M2" in a finite number of steps. 
Proof If the M 1 and M 2 are inequivalent (i.e., M 1 ~ M 2 holds), then by 
Proposition 3.1 there exist (p, a) C Q1 x El* and (/~,fl) E Q2 x F* such that 
for some u E Z* 
(qol, Zo, )~ (P, a) and 
MI 
u 
(qo2, Zo2) fl), 
with 
FIRST(p, a) 4: FIRST(/% fl). 
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Then let 
U I 
h o = Max{[a'[, [fl'l[ (qo,, ZoO M==~ (P', a')  and 
(q02, Zoz) ~ (P', fl'); u = u'u", u', u" C Z* }. 
Owing to the prescribed ordering in which unchecked nodes are visited and 
expanded, we have only to develop a finite comparison tree in which every 
checked node contains configurations of height at most h 0 until we visit a 
node labeled (p, a) --- (fi, fl) as above. Then the branch checking fails and we 
conclude that "M~ ~ M 2 ." Q.E.D. 
On the other hand, in case the given dpda's M~ and M 2 are equivalent, he 
procedure does not necessarily terminate since the comparison tree may 
grow infinitely large by successive application of branching steps. (For 
example, if we simply apply the branch checking procedure to equivalent 
simple dpda's M~ and M 2 in Example5.1 in Section 5.1, then an infinite 
number of nodes labeled AB"C-DF"E, n =0,  1, 2 ..... are successively 
added to the developing tree, and the procedure never terminates.) 
Then we shall consider, in the next section, a new counterplan for 
modifying the above branch checking procedure so that it should terminate 
without fail even when the two given dpda's are equivalent. 
4.2. Skipping 
We are for a while concerned with a case where M~ -= M 2 holds. Then we 
can resort to Proposition 3.2. We assume in this section and Section 5 that 
the value of the constant ~ is known in advance for the two given dpda's so 
that our algorithm may be understood more easily. Revised algorithms which 
require no prior knowledge of ~ will be further presented in later sections. 
Now in order to prevent he comparison tree from growing larger and 
larger by successive application of branching steps, we should here contrive 
to omit unnecessary application of branching on the way as far as possible. 
Let us consider the node labeled (p, a) --- (1% fl) with a :# e and fl 4: e such 
that 
U U 
(qo,, Zo, (p, a) and (qo2, Zo2) M2 
and rewrite the node label as 
for some u ~ 2;*, 
(p, Aa")=-(~,fl'fl"), where a=Aa" with AEF~ 
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for some factorization of fl=fl'fl" with f l '~  F2 +. Suppose then that the 
comparison tree has been now developed so large that we can find in it 
another branching node labeled 
(p, Ao90 =_ (fi, fl'coz) 
such that 
(qo,, ZoO @ (P, Aogl) and (qo2,Zo2) u0 > (fi, fl'o92) 
M2 
for some u 0 E Z*, o91E F*, o92 C F*. In case (p, Ao91)-= (/~, fl'o92) coincides 
totally with (p, Aa")=_ (/L fl'fl"), i.e., o91 = a" and o92 =fl",  a branching step 
to the node labeled (p, Aa")-(~O, fl'fl") in question is perfectly omitted as 
prescribed before. 
Then we consider the other case where we can find only (p, Ao91)=_ 
(~6, fl'o92) which coincides partially with (p, Aa") =- (fi, fl'fl"). Let such 
(P, Ao91)- (fi, fl'o92) be with the longest possible common prefix fl', that is, 
let there exist in the tree no node labeled (p,A_ogl)~ (fi, _/ff'_(_o)2) with fl =_fl'_fl" 
and 18'1 > I/~'1 for any _o91 C F*, _co 2 @ F*. And suppose fl' is long enough so 
that I~'1/> ~'  or else o92 = e. 
Here we note the following simple but important properties: 
LEMMA 4.3. (i) I f  it holds that 
Xt  X tl 
(p, A IO9,) ~ (p', at [ O91)===:=~MI (q, e [O9I) (4.1) 
and 
X1t 
(~,/~'1 o90 ~ (p',/?1,02) ~ (~j, ~jl o92), 
M2 
(4.2) 
for some x ' ,x"EZ* ;  (p',a'),(q,E)CQiXFl*; and (~',fl'),(F?s, Tj) C 
Q2 x F*, then it also holds that 
(p, Ala")  x' ~.) x" W') 
" "  (P', ~'1 ~ (q, e I (4.3) 
M 1 MI 
and 
/~" ===~ (oj, ~ I/~"). (4.4) (p,/~' I/~") ==~ (p ' , / ? l )  -2 
M2 
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Moreover, in ease a' -~ ~ and ~' 4= ~, we have that 
implies 
FIRST(p', a'~ol) = FIRST(:',/~'co2) 
FIRST(p', a 'a ' )  = FIRST(/3',/~'/~"). 
(ii) I f  M 1 = M 2 and hence (p, Aa") = (: ,  fl'fl") hold, then it holds that 
(q, a") =- (Ftj, ?jfl"). (4.5) 
Proof (i) The first part is obvious from Definition 2.3. The second part 
comes from "the following facts: F IRST(p ' ,a 'a" )= FIRST(p',a'~%) =
FIRST(p', a ' )  since a' # e, and FIRST(/3',/~'fl") = FIRST(/3',fl'co2) =
FIRST(/3', j~') since j~' :~ e. 
(ii) This part is obvious. Q.E.D. 
Note that, by Proposition 3.2, if M 1 - -M 2 holds and hence (p,A~ol)= 
(/3,fl'£oz) holds, then for any x=x 'x"  in derivation (4.1) we have the 
corresponding derivation (4.2) without fail, since [~'[ ) ~ or else o9 2 = e is 
assumed. In this case, a' ¢ e implies fi' 4: e, too, for the same reason. 
The above lemma means that if every branch checking along the combined 
derivations (4.1) and (4.2) has been successful (as in FIRST(p', a'~ol)= 
FIRST(/3',fi'co2) ) (otherwise, the procedure should have terminated 
concluding that "M~ ~ M2" ), then so is it along the combined erivations 
(4.3) and (4.4) (as in FIRST(p', a 'a" )= FIRST(/3',/~'fl")). Thus, we can 
skip the latter checking. 
The equivalence quation left to be checked yet is (q, a" ) -  (qj, ?jfl") at 
the end, which also has to hold if M 1 = M 2 holds. Such a node labeled 
(q, a") = (qi, 7jfl") as above is named a skipping end from the node labeled 
(p, Aa")  =_ (/3, fl'fl") with respect o the node labeled (p, A~ol) ~ (/3, fl'co2). 
Here, note particularly that the height of the left-hand side of (p, Aa")  = -
(/3, fl'fl") in question is reduced by one to have (q, a") = (t~j, ~jfl"). 
In general, for the node labeled (p, Aa")=_ (/3,fl'fl") in question, if we can 
find another previously appearing branching node labeled (p, ACOl)-- 
(/3, fl'co2) with ]fl'l/> ~'  or else wz = e, then we get all the skipping ends as 
above for every q E EMP(p,A). And we expand the node in question by 
adding all of these skipping ends to it as its sons, skipping any other sons 
which might be added by a branching step to it. In addition, let the new 
edges connecting the node in question and its skipping ends be labeled by 
appropriate finite input strings under which the father-son relations have 
been realized, as prescribed exactly later (in Definition 4.3(ii)). Such a step is 
named skipping to the node in question with respect o the previous node. 
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For finite accomplishment of such a step, we have the following 
guarantee: 
LEMMA 4.4. For the above pair of (p, Aa")= (/5,fl'fl") and (p, AcoO=- 
(/5,fi'co2) and for any q@ EMP(p,A), if MI =-M2 and hence (p, Aco~)- 
(/5, fl'co2) hold, then the number of elements in 
X 
{(q, a") =- (Clj, ?jfl") I (P, A I col) ~ (q, s I co,) and 
X 
(/5, fl' I co2) (qi,  jco2), x s*} 
is finite. 
Proof By the assumption, (q ,c° l ) -  (qi,~fl°2) holds. Then, by 
Lemma 3.1, [Yjco2[ ~ k, ]col 1, i.e., [yj] ~< k 11(2)1 ]--[CO21" Hence the result. 
Q.E.D. 
Generally, however, it is not easy to get all the skipping ends from the 
node labeled (p, Aa")-(~,f l ' f l")  in question, even if they finitely exist. 
Then we resort to a step-by-step method to get them. That is, we search the 
subtree rooted at the branching node labeled (p, AcoO= (/5,fl'co2), to find 
every equation of the form (q, a")=-(qj,  ~fl") such that there is in the 
developing tree a path corresponding to the combined derivations (4.1) and 
(4.2). Then the set of skipping ends labeled (q, a") = (~j, 7fl") can be filled 
up step by step as the comparison tree grows, provided that we repeat the 
above searching. 
For a precise description of this process, the following definitions are 
introduced: 
DEFINITION 4.1. Let the comparison tree just having been constructed 
up to a certain stage be denoted by T(M 1 :M2). 
(i) if (p, aT) -- (/5, t2~7) (a 4: e) and (q, fly) - (q, fl~7) are labels of two 
nodes in T(M 1 :M2) which are connected by an edge labeled x C Z* such 
that 
(p, a [ y) ==~ (q, fl [ 7) and (/~, t2 [ 9) ==~ (t~,/~] 9) 
M 1 M 2 
(when the father-son relation is realized by branching, x EZU {e}, and 
when by skipping, x ~ Z*), then we write 
X 
((p, a ] ?) -- (fi, a ] ~7)} r~M,: M2) ' ((q' fl ] ~) = (~7, fll ~)}" 
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(ii) A sequence of such father-son relations as 
xi 
((p;, a, I Y,) - ("i,, a,[ y,)) r(M,: M=) ' ((Pi+m, a;+m I Y,) -= (.if/q- m, {~i-1-1 I Ym)> 
(a i 4= g) for i = 1, 2 ..... m, is named a derivation path, and is written as 
( (P l '  qm I ~)1) ~ (/~1, I~l ]~m)> 
-~ ("ira+m, ffm+ m 
where y ---- x~x 2 ... Xm, or simply 
((p, ,  a, yl) = ("ira, c7, ~,)> Y 
TIM I : M 2) 
T(M 1 : M 2) 
~1)>, 
:" <(Pm+ 1, am+m I~1) 
> ((pm+,,am+lym) = -- (/~m+ m, C~m+l~m)> 
when the separation of the stack strings is insignificant. II 
For an intuitive explanation of the above definition, consider a directed 
labeled graph G(M~ :M2) which is obtained from the comparison tree 
T(MI :M2)  by merging every group of nodes with the same label into a 
single node. Then we have the next to the last derivation path in 
Definition 4.1(ii) if and only if the directed graph G(Mm:M2) has a path y 
from (p~,a~ym)-  ( " i l ,  {~lYl) to (pm+m,am+lyl)~ ( " im+m,fm+l~m)  such that 
Y _ Y _ 
(P l ,  a l  I ~1) M~:~I  (Pm+ 1, am+l  I Yl) and  (/~1, I~1 I ~)1) M:~2 (/Ore+ I, C~m+l I ~1)" 
Now by using the above definitions, precise definitions concerned with 
skipping are given after one more preliminary definition. 
DEFINITION 4.2. For two derivations ("i, fl) ~t  ° (c~/, y) and 
-- z:~X (P, fl) ~42 (qJ, ~), we write 
X 0 -- X 
M 2 
if and only if 
("i, fl') ~ (c]j, yj) implies ("i, fl,) ==2=~ (c],, yj) 
M 2 M 2 • 
for any prefix fl' E F* of fl = fl'fl", with y = 7jfl". 
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Note that if x 0 --e and hence x = e, then the above condition trivially 
holds. Otherwise (i.e., x 0 E 22 + and hence x E Z'+), it holds if and only if 
l 
Min{IZTI I (~, B) ~ (K,  ~), Xo = x;xg, xg ~ s + } 
M2 
x t 
Min{lffl I (if, ~) ~ (~, ~), x = x 'x" ,  x" C ~,+ }. 
M 2 
DEFINITION 4.3. Let T(M 1 :M2) denote the comparison tree just having 
been constructed up to the stage when skipping to the node labeled 
(p, Aa")-(/~,fl 'f l") in question with respect to the previously appearing 
branching node labeled (p, AoJ1)---(/~,fl'~o2) is about to be applied. 
(i) A skipping end from the node in question with respect to the 
previous node in T(M 1 :ME) is defined to be a node labeled by each 
equivalence equation in 
T(M 1 : M 2) 
((q, e I c°l) ~ (~]j, YjI °)2)), x @ S*, q @ EMP(p, A)}. 
(ii) For a skipping end labeled (q, a" )= (c]j, yjfl") from the node in 
question, an edge label between them in T(MI:M2) is defined to be a 
shortest input string x o such that 
((p, A i col) ~ (/~,/t, i ojD ) xo > ((q, el °)1) =- (~]i, yjl ~o2)), 
T(M I : M 2) 
with the following property: For any x E Z'* such that 
( (p,  a i ~Ol) ~ (Z~,/~, i ~o2)) x :. ((q, ~ i ~ol) = (~Z;, Zi [ ~o2)) ' 
T(M 1 : M 2) 
it holds that 
Intuitively, the node labeled (q, a") =- (t~j, 7jfl") in Eq. (4.5) is a skipping 
end 0nly if the present directed graph G(M 1 :M2) has a path from 
(p, ACOl) _= (/~, fl'o92) to (q, o91)- (t]j, 7jo92). The significance of such an edge 
label will become clear in the proof of Lemma 5.3. 
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Then the skipping to the node in question with respect o the previous 
branching node in T(M l : M2) is formally redefined to be a step in which we 
expand the node in question by adding all of these formally definded 
skipping ends to it as its sons, with the new edges connecting them labeled 
by edge labels defined above. These newly added skipping ends are then in 
unchecked status. 
Note here that if we let the comparison tree after such a skipping step as 
above be denoted by T'(M 1 :M2), then by Definition 4.1(i), we have 
Xo ~l r )  . , 
((p,A ] a" ) - -  (/% fl' l fl")) r'{MI:M9 ' ((q' e [ -- (qi, Yilfl"))" (4.6) 
Now as Definition 4.3 shows, the set of skipping ends from some 
particular node and edge labels between them are given depending on the 
then developing tree and they may increase or change, respectively, as the 
tree grows. 
Therefore, nodes to which skipping steps have been applied should be 
visited over and over again, while no more step needs to be applied to 
checked nodes. Hence anytime we apply a skipping step to a node, we turn 
its status to skipping. When a skipping node is further visited, a skipping step 
is applied again. If additional skipping ends are found, they are added as new 
sons. Besides, the edges between the skipping node and its sons are relabeled, 
if necessary, so that the latest labeling should satisfy the conditions of 
Definition 4.3(ii). (It may be helpful to see Example 7.3 in which relabeling 
occurs.) Thus, the next node to be considered is now chosen as the smallest 
of the union of the unchecked nodes and the skipping nodes. When the tree 
has been developed enough, if it is confirmed for a skipping node to have no 
more skipping ends from it than its present sons, with edge labels between 
them remaining unchanged, then we let it turn to be in newly defined s- 
checked status. (For the s-checked status, see the algorithm in Section 5, 
where it is rigorously defined.) 
As it is noted before, a skipping step applied to some node reduces the 
height of the left-hand side of its equivalence quation by one to have its 
skipping ends as its sons. Then in case M 1 - -M 2 holds, we can expect hat 
the height of the left-hand side of any node label in the comparison tree 
cannot grow indefinitely. Then, together with Lemma 3.1, the development of
the comparison tree may finitely terminate without encountering any branch 
checking failure (Lemma5.1). Hence, we can conclude that "M l ----M2." 
Here at the final stage, every node in the tree should be in either checked or 
s-checked status. 
We have been so far concerned with the case where M1 and M 2 are 
equivalent. Then we shall next turn to the case where M 1 and M 2 are 
inequivalent. In this case, the constant 3 in Proposition 3.2 may vacuously 
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exist. That is, for a node labeled (p, A(.Ol)---- (/if, fl'092) with [//'l >~ ~? or else 
o9 2 = e as before, we may have such concurrent derivations as 
x r 
(p,A I 091) ===========~ (p', a' I 091) 
MI 
and 
x l 
1 09 ') c 1 09Y) 
M 2 
for some x'EZ*, (p' ,a')CQl×F +, 092=(o~09S with co;EF* ,  and 
/3'@ Q2. Then the inequivalenee has been proved by the contraposition to 
Proposition 3.2, provided that the value of the constant ,~ is appropriately 
chosen. Now we add 
DEFINITION 4.4. Let T(M~ :M2)  denote the comparison tree just having 
been constructed up to the stage when skipping to the node labeled 
(p, Aa")-(tS, fl'fl") in question with respect to the previously appearing 
branching node labeled (p, A09~)-(~, fi'092) with the longest possible/?' is 
about to be tried. Then skipping to the node in question with respect o the 
previous node is defined to be inapplicable in T(MI :M2) if 
x ~ 
( (p ,  A [ ( /)1) ~ (/~'/~/( J )gt [ ( / )2"))  
T(M 1 : M 2) 
> <(p', a ' l  091) 
for some x' ~ 22*, (p', a ')  C Q~ x F + with FIRST(p',  a')  :# {e}, 09 2 = 09~09~' 
with co x C F*, and/~' ~ Q2. 
Otherwise, it is applicable in T(M~:M2). | 
If skipping to some node with respect o a previous branching node in the 
present comparison tree has been revealed to be inapplicable, then we 
conclude that "M~ ~ M2" and halt. 
5. THE BASIC ALGORITHM WITH THE KNOWLEDGE OF ~ '  
Combining the previous two cases where M~ and M 2 are equivalent and 
not, we now state precisely the basic equivalence checking algorithm that 
works with the prior knowledge of ~ .  
5.1. Algorithm I 
Let the comparison tree consist of only a root, labeled (q0~,Z01)-- 
(q02, Z02) in unchecked status. 
while the comparison tree contains an unchecked or a skipping node 
do let the comparison tree which has been constructed so far be denoted 
by T(MI : M2); 
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let P be the smallest unchecked or skipping node in T(Mj:M:), and 
suppose it is labeled (p, a) - (/5, ]~) 
if P is in unchecked status 
[No expansion] 
then if a = fl = e or (p, a) = (/5, fl) appears as the label of another 
internal node of T(M 1 :M2) 
then turn the status of P to be checked 
[Skipping] else if a=Aa" (A EF1), fl=fl'fl" (/3' CF~), and 
T(M 1 :ME) contains a branching node labeled 
(p, AO.)l)-----~ (/5, fl'¢O2) with I '1 >~ or else m 2 =e 
then if skipping is applicable to P with respect o the 
above branching node in T(M l :M2) 
then apply the skipping to P; turn its status to 
be skipping, while all of its newly added 
sons are in unchecked status 
else [the skipping to P is inapplicable] 
[ * ] conclude that "M~ ~ M2"; halt 
fi 
[Branching] else if branch checking is successful for P 
then apply the branching to P; turn its status 
to be checked, while all of its newly 
added sons are in unchecked status 
else [branch checking fails] 
conclude that "Mr ~ M2"; halt 
fi 
fi 
turn the status of every s-checked node (if it exists) back 
to be skipping 
[Back] 
fi 
IRe-skipping] 
[Back] 
else [P is in skipping status] 
if skipping is applicable to P with respect o some branching 
node labeled (p, Am~)-(fi, fl'm2) with I~'1>~ or else 
then apply again the skipping to P 
if either any skipping end has been newly added to P 
as its son, or any label of an edge from P has been 
changed by the above skipping 
then leave the status of P to be skipping, while all of 
its newly added sons are in unchecked status; 
turn the status of every s-checked node (if it 
exists) back to be skipping 
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[*] 
od 
else [no change has occurred] 
turn the status of P to be s-checked 
fi 
else [the skipping to P has been changed to be inapplicable] 
conclude that "M 1 ff~ M2"; halt 
Conclude that "M~ = M2" ;  halt II 
EXAMPLE 5.1. Let us apply Algorithm I to the following two simple 
dpda's: M,=({S , ,A ,B ,C} ,{a ,b} ,~, ,S I )  and MR=({S2,D,E,F,G}, 
ta, b}, fi2, $2), where 
t~ 1 t~ 2 
S~ a~AC S 2 a~DE 
A byAB D-b--%DF 
A a~B D aye 
B bye E b---~G 
C a)6 F b ;e  
G ay/~ 
(They are just the same as in Korenjak and Hopcroft, 1966, p. 42; Wood, 
1973; and Harrison, 1978, p. 412.) 
A straightforward calculation shows that k~ (by Definition3.1)=4. 
Hence, ~ = 4 by Proposition 3.2 (M2 E S0)(ii). 
Now successive application of branching steps yields an intermediate 
comparison tree T~(M~ :M2) which consists of only early nodes numbered 
Q--~ and edges connecting them in Fig. 5.1. When @ A.  B4C=--DF 3. FE 
(a" - -B4C,  fl' =DF 3, f l " -~FE;  dots between stack symbols are used to 
clarify such factorization) is visited first, it finds in T~(M 1 :M2) the 
branching node (~ A • B3C ~ DE 3 • E (oJ~ = B3C, 092 ----E), where the length 
of the longest common prefix fl' = DF 3 in their right-hand sides is 4 (=~').  
And it is checked whether a skipping step to @ A • Bac -~ DF  3 • FE with 
respect o (w.r.t.) ~ A • B3C-  DF  3 • E is applicable or not in T~(M~ : M2). 
Then, since it is confirmed to be applicable, it is applied to extend the 
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comparison tree from T I (M , : M2) to T2(M , : M2) which is the whole tree in 
Fig. 5.1. In addition, the status of @ A .BaC~DF 3 .  FE is turned from 
unchecked to skipping. Here, 
ab ((A I B3C) = (DF3 I E)> 
TI(M I : M 2) 
:- ((e [B3C) - (F2 l E)> (Yj = F2), 
and B4C =-- F 2 • FE is the only skipping end from @ A • B4C =-- DF  3 • FE in 
TI (M , : M2). In Tz(M ~ : M2), the edge from @ A • B4C = DF  3 • FE to B4C =- 
F 2 • FE  is doubled and labeled ab to indicate that the father-son relation has 
been realized by skipping under the input string ab = x 0 in Definition 4.3(ii). 
Next, @ B4C = F 2 • FE  is visited and its status is turned from unchecked to 
checked. 
The skipping node • A • B4C = DF 3 • FE  which is the only node not in 
checked status then is visited again. And the applicability of such skipping as 
above but in Tz(M ~ :M2) is checked. Then, since it is also confirmed to be 
applicable, it is applied. However, @ B4C =-- F 2 • FE in T2(M ~ : M2) is again 
the only skipping end from 0 A • B4C =- DF 3 • FE  in T2(M , : M2). And the 
edge between these nodes need not to be relabeled. Hence the tree 
T2(M ~ : Mz) is not changed any more by this step. Thus we turn the status of 
0 A • B4C = DF  3 • FE  from skipping to s-checked, and then conclude that 
"M~ :- M2." (In reality, L(M 0 =L(M2) = {ab"abn+'aln >~ 0}.) I 
5.2. Termination and Correctness o f  Algorithm I
It will be proved that Algorithm I halts in a finite number of steps and 
gives a correct conclusion in either case in which the two given dpda's are 
equivalent or not. 
LEMMA 5.1. In case the given dpda's M,  and M 2 are equivalent, every 
node label (p, a) - (~, fl) in the comparison tree at any stage satisfies 
lal ~ = IQ,I" Ir, I "[Q21" (It21 + 1) ~ and I/~1 ~ k ,Y .  
Here, for  a set Q, ]Q] denotes the cardinality o f  Q, ~ is the constant in 
Proposition 3.2, and k, is the constant by Definition 3.1. Then, Algorithm I
halts in a f inite number o f  steps with the correct conclusion that "M~ = M 2.'' 
Proof. Let a node labeled (p, a) - (1% fl) other than the root have been 
contained in the comparison tree T(MI :M2)  at some stage. Then we have 
such a derivation path as 
((qol, Zo,) -= (qo2, Zoz)) u ,- ((p, a) =- (fi, fl)) 
T(M 1 : M 2) 
for some uCS* .  
643/52/2 7 
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Now let ]a I = n > 1, and divide this derivation path into the following 
successive derivation subpaths: 
(((qol, Zol) ~ (qo2, Zo2)) = ) 
( (p l ,A1)  ~ (P | , f l l ) )  HI / ( - -  A a HX-  
T(M 1 : M 2) 
U2 
T(M 1 : M 2) 
:" ( (p3,A3a'S)  = (fi3,f13)} 
such that 
"°-~ ><(p . ,A .a ; ) - ( : . ,Z . ) )  
T(M 1 : M 2) 
(=  <(p, a)  - ( : , /~) ) )  
(p.A~I ae") ~ '  (p~+,, A~+ mB~+,la[' ) for l<~i<~n-1 
MI 
. . . . .  ' . . . . . .  . (If with a~ =c ,  a i+ l -B i+~a i ,  A i+1,B i+ I~F  1, and u=u~u 2 un_ ~ 
u l ,u  2 ..... un_ 1 are chosen to be as long as possible step by step, then 
(p2,A2), (p3 ,A3)  ..... (p . ,A . )  is a so-called "stacking sequence" in Valiant 
(1973, p. 19).) 
Such a division is always possible, since for every father-son relation of 
the form 
x 
<(r, ~) ~ (r, ~)> T(MI :M2) ' <(S, 6) ~--~ (S, ~)>, 
it holds that 16l ~< I~1 + 1 (see assumption A1 for M~ in Section 3, and (4.6)). 
Here, each (p i ,A ia [ ' )  (1 ~ i ~ n -  1) is in reading mode, since otherwise 
(pi ,  Ai)  ~t, (q' ,e)  for some q 'E  Q~ and then it is impossible to have 
(p~, A~) =~t, (Pi+ 1, A i+lB i+ 1) with A~+IBt+1 ~ e. 
Furthermore, each internal node labeled (Pi, A ia;') =- (Pl,  fli) 
(1 ~ i ~< n -- 1) is a branching node. This is because if it had been applied 
skipping then every label of its son should be only of the form (q, a:')=- 
(q:, y). However, if 
~: , ( (q,  a~') - (qj, y)> ( (P i ,A ia [ ' )  =- (/~i,fl,')> r(M,:Mp 
for some prefix u i' of ui . . . .  -- uiu i , then it is impossible to have 
<(p.&ai ' )  = (:, .~,)) ~' " :. ((p,+,, &+, a,+ 1) - (:~+,. ~,+,)) T(M 1 : M 2) 
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such that 
(Pi,Aila:' ~ 1 ') M, (P'+ 
with a;+" 1 = B/+~ a/". This is a contradiction. 
Therefore, FIRST(fii, fli) = FIRST(pi, A ia[ ') = FIRST(p/, Ai) :¢: {~ }. 
Hence, fli 5~ C,. 
Now, let fli = fl[fl[', where I~;I = ~ or else 1 ~< I/~gl = [B;I < ~ for 1 ~< i ~< 
n - 1. And suppose, to the contrary, that l al -- n > y .  Then there exist k 
andl, l~<k<l~<n- l ,  suchthat 
(Pk, A k) = (Pt, A,) and (ilk, fl~,) = (fit, fl;), 
since we have at most JQ, I" Ir l[" Ia21" {(I/"21 + 1) '9 -  1} 
(~<Y -- 1 < n -- 1) varieties of the pairs (pi,Ai) and (jSi,fl[) with fl[ 4= e. We 
are now in the case where M 1 - -M 2 holds and fl~ is such that II~1 = ~ or 
else fl~' =e,  then skipping to the node labeled (pI,Atai')-(Pt,fl[f l[ ') with 
respect to the branching node labeled (pk,Aka;')=--(~Sk,fl'kfl'[) is kept 
applicable at any stage. Thus the step to the internal node labeled 
(pt,Ala[')--(~t,fl~fl[') should have been skipping. This contradicts the 
previous tatemerit that it is a branching node. Therefore, we must have l a[ = 
n ~< Y .  Hence, by Lemma 3.1, it holds that lfl[ ~< k~ lal ~< k lY .  
Then, the development of the comparison tree and hence the algorithm will 
necessarily terminate in a finite number of steps. Here, every node label 
(p, a) = (/~, fl) in the tree is given by a pair of derivations of the form 
u 
(q0,, Zol) ~M,  (p' a) and (qoz, Zo2) ~ (fi, fl) for some u E Z*. 
Thus, by Proposition3.1, no branch checking failure ever occurs. 
Furthermore, by Proposition 3.2, no skipping is inapplicable (hence, the [*I- 
marked line is never reached.) Therefore, the conclusion of the algorithm is 
that "M 1 _= Mz" (The last step). Q.E.D. 
Next, let us" consider the other case. 
LEMMA 5.2. In case the given dpda's M 1 and M 2 are inequivalent, 
Algorithm I halts in a finite number of steps. 
Proof. If, for some node visited in the tree, either branch checking is 
applied and fails or skipping is found inapplicable, then the algorithm will 
halt with the correct conclusion that "MI ~ Mz." 
On the other hand, if branch checking failure never occurs and no 
skipping is found inapplicable ither, then it can be shown in almost the 
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same way as above that every node label (p, a) -= (fi, fl) in the compariso n 
tree at any stage satisfies la] ~< Y and 1/31 ~< k lY .  Thus the algorithm halts 
in a finite number of steps, too. Q.E.D. 
The conclusion in the latter case of the above proof is necessarily that 
"M~ -= M2" (which is wrong). But, such a possibility will be denied by the 
following Lemma. 
LEMMA 5.3. Algorithm I concludes that "M 1 =-M2" only if M 1 and M 2 
are equivalent. 
Proof. Suppose that the algorithm has halted with a conclusion that 
"MI=M2." Let T(M 1 :M2) be the comparison tree which has been 
constructed so far, in which every node is in either checked or s-checked 
status. Then we can prove Claim E, for any positive integer n, the maximum 
number of steps of moves of M1. 
Claim E,. For every branching node labeled (p, Aa")= (fi,/3) (A E FI, 
/3 E F*) in T(M, :Mz), if 
(p, A [ a") x :-(") (q, e [ a') 
MI 
for some xCL(p ,A)  and qC Q1, then (i) and (ii) hold. 
(i) We have 
(fi, fl) ~ (~j, ~) for some (qs, ?) E Q2 × F*, 
M2 
and 
(.(p, Aa") =- (fi, fl)} x0 .~ ((q, a ' )  - (qj, y)} 
T(M 1 : M 2) 
for some x o E L(p, A) such that 
see Definition 4.2 for the last inequality. 
(ii) For any prefix x 'CX*  of x=x 'x ' ,  (p ' ,a ' )CQ,  XF~ +, and 
(fi', fi) E Q2 x F*, such that 
,, x f i ) ,  (p, A la  )======~(p',a'la" ) and (fi, fl) x' 
M 1 M2 
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we have 
F IRST(p ' ,  a'a") = FIRST(ri ' ,  fi). 
Proof of Claim E,. The proof is by induction on n. 
Basis, n = 1. The correctness of E l is obvious, since branching has been 
applied to the node in question after successful branch checking. 
Induction step. Now we assume that E~, E2,..., E, are true for some n 
(>~ 1) and shall prove that E~ + ~ also holds. 
Let a branching node labeled (po,Aoao') = (rio,rio) (Ao C FI, flo C F*)  be 
in T(M~ :M2) , and let there exist a string w = axy C L(p o, Ao) such that 
(po, Aol ao ") ~(p ,  with aEZ, A~F, ,  Ba~'=a"~r*; 
(p,A [a")  x ,~,,, (q, ~ ] a");  (5.1) 
MI 
(q, B I a~') Y :-~"") (r, e t a~'), where n' + n" = n, 
MI 
see Fig. 5.2. 
Segment (1). In the first place, branching has been successfully applied 
to the node labeled (Po,Aoag)=- (rio, flo); then we have 
(rio, flo) ~ (/3, fl) for some (ri, fl) E Q2 x F*, 
M 2 
<(po,Aoa~) - (rio,rio)> a > ((p,  ABag)= (fi, fl)>, 
T(M I : M 2) 
and 
F IRST(p o, A o a~') = FIRST(r/o, flo). 
Segment (2). Next, we consider the internal node labeled 
(p, Aa") -- (ri,/~). 
(a) In case it is a branching node, by the induction hypothesis that 
1-i, E 2 ..... I -  are true, properties (i) and (ii) of Claim E,, hoist for (5.1), 
since n' ~< n. 
(b) In case it has been applied skipping: (i) For some factorization 
fl=fl'fl" (fl 'EF +) and ahEF* ,  ¢02E-F'2* , there exists in T(M~ :M2) a 
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FIG. 5.2. Derivations in the proof of Claim E,,. 
branching node labeled (p, Ao9 0 __ (/3,fl'o92) with I f l ' l>/07 or else o92 = e. 
Now (5.1) implies 
(p ,A[og, )  x .'-("')(q, cIo9,). 
Ml 
Then by the induction hypothesis that E., is true (n' ~< n), we have 
and 
_ x 
(p,/~'o92) ~ (qj, ~) 
M 2 
for some (c7], ~7) ~ Q2 × F*, 
((p, Ao9,) - (p, ~'o995 ~1 :. ((q, wl) = (t~i , ~7)) 
T(M 1 : M 2) 
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for some x~ C L(p,A)  such that 
I(/~,/~'co=) ~ (qj, 9)1 ~ I(/~, ~'co=) ~ (q~, ~)1. (5.2) 
M 2 M 2 • 
Just after the above derivation path appeared in the tree, the node labeled 
(p, Aa") = (fi, fl) was in either unchecked or skipping status (cf. [Back]). 
Hence, skipping to it with respect to the previous branching node was 
checked to be applicable at least once after that. Thus, the longest common 
prefix fl' of fl = fl'fl" and fl'co2 is long enough so that 
( (P ,A  I c° , )  ( /~ ,¢ / '  I co2) )  Xl . . =- :- <(q, e I co,) ~ (qj, Yjl coz)>, (5.3) 
T(M I : M 2) 
where f=~ico2, see Definition4.4. Then the above skipping has been 
successfully applied, and a skipping end labeled (q, a") = (@)~i/?") has been 
added to the node in question as one of its sons. So, we have 
Xo ar t )  
((p, A la" )=( f i ,  fl'lfl")) T(M,:M2) ,((q,e] --({i,?j lf l")) 
for some Xo E L(p,A)  such that 
and 
<(p, A I co,) - (~,/~'1 co2)) xo :- ((q, e I co,) _-- (c]j, ?~il co2)) 
T(M 1 : M 2) 
I(~,/~') ~ (qj, ~'j)l ~< I(~0,/~') @ (qj, r~)l. 
M 2 
(5.4) 
-- t z:~X Now, (5.3) implies (/~,fl')~t~2(c]i, Tj), and hence (p, f l )  M2((i, YJ) by 
(5.2). Therefore, we have 
(p; fl) ~ (~]j, y), where ~ = ?jfl". 
In addition, combining (5.4) and (5.2) assures that 
I(~, fl) =~ (c7~, ~)1 < I(~0,/~) @2 (qj, y)l. 
M2 
(ii) Moreover, by the induction hypothesis, for any prefix 
x' E 22* of x = x'x", (p', a') E Q1 × F+, and (/5', fl') C Q2 × F*, such that 
(p,A I col) x' x' - M'.-:.(p',a'ICO,) and (/~, fl' [ co2) M=~ (/~',/~' I co2), 
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FIRST(p', atf, t)l) = FIRST(If ,  fi'm2). 
Therefore, together with Lemma 4.3, we can conclude that properties (i) 
and (ii) of Claim E,, for (5.1) also hold in this case. 
Segment (3). Finally, in case B EF  1, the internal node labeled 
(q, Ba~') == _ (c]j, 7) has also been applied branching or skipping. Then a 
similar argument as above holds, too. In case B = e, hence y = e and q = r, 
we need not consider this part, 
So, by combining these results, the following (i) and (ii) hold: 
(i) We have 
O ~ axy  . _  
(rio, Po) ~ (rk, 8) for some 
and 
((po, Aoao') - (r0,/~0))- oxo,o 
T(M I : M 2) 
for some axoy o E L (po,Ao)  such that 
I(ro,/~o) 
(Fk, 8) E Q2 X F*, 
> ((r, ag) =-- (Yk, 8)> 
(Po, Ao I ao ) w, " ~ (p~, a o lag) and 
M1 
w i 
(ro, ~o) ~ (po,/~o), 
M 2 
we have 
FIRST(p~, a~ ag) = FIRST(r~,/~o). 
Thus, Claim IV n has been induced for any n. (The end of proof of 
Claim E, .) 
Now apply this claim especially to the root labeled (qol, Z01) -  (qo2, Zo2) 
which is, of course, branching. Then the following holds: If 
u v 
(q°~' Z°O==~ (p' a) M, r" (q' 8) for some uv ~ Z*, 
(p ,a)  ~ Q, × r +, and q ~ Q~, 
(ii) For any prefix w' ~ X* of w = axy = w'w", (p~, aS) E Ql × F~ +, 
and (fi~,/~o) E 02 × F*, such that 
ax0~0.2 :" (~' a)l ~ I(ro,/~o) ~ (~, a)l. 
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then 
U /) 
(qo2, Z02) ~ (6, fl) ====>M2 (G Y) for some (/% fl), (cj, ~) E Q: X _r*, 
and 
FIRST(p, a) = FIRST(/% fl). 
Moreover, a node labeled (q ,e)~ (c],y) is in T(M l :M2). Thus 
FIRST(q, e )= FIRST(~, y) (i.e., 7 = c), too, since we have encountered no 
branch checking failure. 
Therefore, M~ -M 2 truly holds by Proposition 3.1. Q.E.D. 
Combining the above three lemmas gives 
THEOREM 1. For the given Mr ~ Do and M 2 E R o under the assumptions 
in Section 3, Algorithm I decides eorreetly whether they are equivalent or not 
in a finite number of steps. | 
6. THE ALGORITHM WITHOUT THE PRIOR KNOWLEDGE OF ,~ 
In general, the constant 3 for dpda's M r C D o and M 2 E R 0 in 
Proposition 3.2 is not necessarily obtained easily in advance. Then the 
previous basic algorithm must be modified so that it should be free from 
requiring the prior knowledge of 2 .  
One way for accomplishing it is to carry out the previous procedure while 
we are guessing the value of ~ step by step. That is, we begin it by 
assuming ~ = 1. During such a procedure, if it encounters a situation in 
which skipping has been found inapplicable to some node with respect o 
another branching node, then we increment the value of ~ by one, instead of 
concluding that "M 1 ~M:"  as before (in [*]). And we apply the procedure 
again from the beginning with the newly incremented value of ~ .  We repeat 
the above process until the appropriate value of ~ has been guessed when 
M r and M 2 are equivalent. In case M~ and M: are inequivalent and hence 
such an ~ vacuously exists, the procedure will halt because of branch 
checking failure (cf. Lemma 4.2.). 
The second algorithm will be now given precisely below. 
6.1. Algorithm II 
~q~ := 1. 
Initialize: Cancel the comparison tree which has been constructed so far (if 
it exists). 
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I*l 
[*[ 
Execute the same procedure as Algorithm I except hat each {*] 
marked line: 
conclude that "M~ ~ M2"; halt 
(in [Skipping] and [Re-skipping]) is replaced by 
:-- ~ + 1; goto Initialize II 
EXAMPLE 6.1. Let us apply Algorithm II to the same simple dpda's M~ 
and M E as in Example 5.1. 
The algorithm starts with ~ = 1. Successive application of branching 
steps yields an intermediate tree T3(M ~ :M2)  which consists of only early 
nodes numbered Q-® and edges connecting them in Fig. 6.1. When ® 
A • BC =- D • FE is visited, the applicability of skipping to it with respect o 
® A.  C -D  .E  in T3(M~ :ME) is checked ([Skipping]) and is answered 
negatively, since 
Q 
((.4 I C) -- (D I E)) r3¢M,: M2, ' ((B [ C) - (e I E)). 
So we let ~= 1 + 1 =2 (in new [*].just after [Skipping]) and cancel 
T3(M1:M2) (Initialize). Subsequently, after almost the same process stated 
in Example 5.1, the final comparison tree in Fig. 6.1 is obtained, in which 
skipping has been applied to ® A.B2C=-DF • FE with respect to ® 
A • BC =- DF • E. Then, we conclude that "M 1 ~ M 2.'' II 
Note here that the intermediate tree T3(M ~ :ME) can also be directly 
extended to the final tree by only continuing to apply branching to ® 
ABC - DFE in T3(M 1 : M2). 
6.2. Termination and Correctness of Algorithm II 
LEM~IA 6.1. In ease the given dpda's M~ and M 2 are equivalent, every 
node label (p, a)=-(fi, fl) in the comparison tree at any stage satisfies 
lal ~ 5 ~ and Ifll ~ k~Y just as in Lemma 5.1. Then, Algorithm II halts in a 
finite number of steps with the correct conclusion that "M~ - M z.'' 
Proof This proof is just the same as that of Lemma 5.1 except hat the 
second to the last sentence ("Furthermore . . . . .  ") is unnecessary. Note here 
that ~ is not a variable in Algorithm II but a constant as in Lemma 5.1. 
Q.E.D. 
LEMMA 6.2. In case the given dpda's M l and M 2 are  inequivalent, 
Algorithm II halts in a finite number of steps with the correct conclusion that 
"M~ ~ M 2 ." 
Proof. If, for some node visited in the tree, branch checking is applied 
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and fails, then the algorithm will halt with the correct conclusion that 
"M s ~ M 2 ." 
Now assume to the contrary that branch checking failure never occurs at 
any stage. Here, let T(M s :M2) denote the comparison tree which has been 
developed as far as possible, where it is finite if the algorithm has halted with 
a conclusion that "M~ = M 2,'' otherwise infinite with no conclusion. Then it 
follows that the same Claim En as in the proof of Lemma 5.3 holds for any 
positive integer n (see below), and that M 1 -----M 2 should consequently hold 
(see the last part of Proof of Lemma 5.3), contrary to the assumption. 
Therefore, branch checking failure does occur at some stage, concluding 
correctly that "M s ~ M 2 ." 
Proof of Claim E,. (1) In case T(M 1 : M2) is  finite, the proof is the 
same as in Lemma 5.3 except that the first sentence in Segment (2)(b)(i) 
should be replaced by the following: 
For some factorization fl =fl'fl" (fl' E F +) and co I ~ F*, ~o 2 E F*, there 
exists in T(M 1 :M2) a branching node labeled (p, AoJl)=-(fi, fl'~o2) with 
respect o which skipping has been applied to the node in question, where we 
let fl' be the longest possible prefix of ft. 
(2) In case T(Ms:Mz)  is infinite, no node remains in unchecked 
status, and furthermore very skipping node has been visited and expanded 
infinitely many times repeatedly. (This comes from the prescribed ordering in 
which nodes are visited.) Thus the same argument as above holds, too, in 
this case. Q.E.D. 
THEOREM II. For the given M~ C D O and M 2 C R o under the 
assumptions in Section 3, Algorithm II decides correctly whether they are 
equivalent or not in a finite number of steps. | 
7. THE ALGORITHM WITHOUT EXPLICIT ATTENTION TO 
Let us examine Example 6.1 all over again here. For this example, k~(A) 
(= ks(qo~, A) by Definition 3.1, where q01 is the implicit single state of M~) is 
calculated to be 2. Thus, Proposition 3.2 (M 2 C S0)(i) assures that the finally 
guessed value of ~ = 2 (= kl(A)) is sufficient for the particular skipping to 
® A • B2C - DF • FE with respect o @ A • BC - DF • E is to be applicable. 
Generally, in order to make the algorithm halt as early as possible, it is 
desirable to set the value of such an ~ as small as possible depending on 
particular skipping. Hence, when a node labeled (p, Aa" )~ (/%fl'fl") is in 
question, if we can find some branching node labeled (p, Aog~)~ (~,fl'COz) 
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with respect o which skipping to it is applicable then we may apply the 
skipping to it at once regardless of the length of fl', where fl' E F~ is the 
longest possible common prefix. Moreover, as is noted just after 
Example 6.1, when skipping to some node has been found inapplicable, we 
have only to proceed to apply branching to it, instead of cancelling the inter- 
mediate tree. Here, when a skipping node is visited again, if skipping to it is 
found to have changed to be inapplicable at that time, then branching is to 
be applied to it after deleting all of its descendants. 
Finally note in general that, for a node labeled (p, a )= (fi, fl), if (p, a) 
has no nondecreasing mode (see Definition 2.2) then such a father-son 
relation as (4.6) given by skipping can also be realized by branching to it. 
Hence in such a case, repeated application of skipping steps may be replaced 
by single application of simpler branching. 
Now the previous Algorithm II is improved further by taking all these 
considerations into account o have the final algorithm. It will be described 
precisely below in a more concise form. In what follows, each node which 
has just been newly added to the comparison tree by initialization, 
branching, or skipping is in unchecked status. 
7.1. Algorithm III 
Let the comparison tree consist of only a root labeled (qol,Zo~) =- 
(qo2, Z02)" 
while the comparison tree contains an unchecked or a skipping node 
do let P be the smallest such node, and suppose it is labeled 
(p, a) - (~,/~) 
[No expansion] 
if a = fl = ~ or (p, a) = (/~, fl) appears as the label of another internal 
node 
then turn P to checked 
]Skipping, Re-skipping] 
else if (p, a) has a nondecreasing mode, and skipping is applicable 
to P with respect o some branching node 
then apply the skipping to P 
if a change has occurred by the above skipping 
then turn P to skipping; 
[Back] turn all s-checked nodes to skipping 
else [no change has occurred] 
turn P to s-checked 
fi 
]Branching] else if branch checking is successful for P 
then apply the branching to P after deleting all its 
descendants if any; turn P to checked; 
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[Back] 
else 
fi 
fi 
fi 
od 
Conclude that "M 1 --= M2",  halt II 
turn all s-checked nodes to skipping 
[branch checking fails] 
conclude that "M~ ~ M2"; halt 
EXAMPLE 7.1. If the same dpda's as in Examples 5.1 and 6.1 are 
checked by Algorithm III, then the same comparison tree as in Fig. 6.1 is 
achieved at once in a similar way to Example 6.1. 
EXAMPLE 7.2. 
M, = ({qol ,P, q}, {Zoo, A, B, C, D}, {a, b, c, at, 6,, qo,, Zo,, 0)  E D O 
M2 = (/qo2, r, s}, {Zo2, E, F, G}, {a, b, c, d}, 62, qo2, Z02,0) E Ro, where 
Let us apply Algorithm III to the following two dpda's: 
and 
(~2 
(qo2, Zo2) . a , (r, EG) 
(r, E) ~ (r, EF) 
( r ,E) .b  (r,F) 
t~ 1 
(qo,, Zo,) ~' (p, AD) 
(p ,A)  ~ (p, AB)  
(p ,A)  b (p ,B)  
(p ,A)  ~ (p, CB) 
(p, B) ~ (p, ~) 
(p ,D)  ~ (q, e) 
(p,C) d (q, BD) 
(q,B) d (q,e) 
(q, D) --~ (q, e) 
(r ,E) c (s,E) 
(r, F) c (r, e) 
(r,G) c (r,e) 
(s, E) ~ (s, F) 
(s, F) ~ (s, ~) 
(s, G) -L* a (s, e) 
Successive application of branching steps yields an intermediate tree 
which consists of only early nodes numbered O-® and @ and edges 
connecting them in Fig. 7.1(a). When Q) (p ,A .BD)=- ( r ,E .FG)  in 
unchecked status is visited first, skipping is applied to it with respect o ® 
(p ,A  • D) =- (r, E"  G), and it is turned to skipping [Skipping]). Moreover, 
when the same node ® (p, A • BD) = (r, E • FG) is visited again, it is turned 
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to s-cheeked ([no change has occurred] in [Re-skipping]). However, it is 
immediately turned back to skipping by the following branching to @ 
(q, BDBD) =_ (s, FG) ([Back[ after [Branching[). When @ (p,A. BD) =_ 
(r, E. FG) is visited finally after the full expansion of @ (q, BDBD) 
(s, FG), the skipping to it is found to have changed to be inapplicable 
because of the new appearance of @ (q, DB.D)= (s,G) with 
FIRST(q, DB)4= {e}. Then branching is applied to it after deleting its 
descendant ® (p, BD)= (r, FG) ([Branching[). Subsequently, the subtree 
rooted @ (p, ABD) = - (r, EFG) is further developed by the following 
branching steps to contain nodes numbered @-@ and @ in Fig. 7.1 (b). Note 
here that @ (p,B. BD)=-(r,F. FG) is not expanded by skipping with 
respect to ® (p,B. D)= (r,F. G), since (p, BBD) does not have a 
nondecreasing mode. When @ (p,A • BED)~ (r, EF .  FG) in unchecked 
status is visited first, its only skipping end (p, B2D) = (r, F. FG) is added to 
it ([Skipping]). Furthermore, when @ (p,A .BZD)=(r, EF.FG) in 
skipping status is afterwards visited, another skipping end (q, B2D) = (s, FG) 
is newly added to it ([Re-skipping]). When @ (p,A • B2D) =-- (r, EF. FG) in 
skipping status is visited finally, it is changed to s-eheeked ([no change has 
occurred[ in IRe-skipping]). Then the development of the comparison tree 
terminates. The final comparison tree is the one in Fig. 7.1(a), with its 
subtree rooted @ (p, ABD)= (r, EFG) being replaced by the tree in 
Fig. 7.1 (b). The conclusion is that "M 1 ~-M 2 ." (In reality, L(M,)-= L(M2) --- 
{ambc m+l Uancdn+Zlm, n ~ 1}.) 
EXAMPLE 7.3. We shall show a simple example in which relabeling of 
an edge occurs. Let us now apply Algorithm III to the following two dpda's: 
m,=({qol,p,q},{Zo1,A,B,C,D},{a,b,c,d},61,qol,Zo~,O) CDo and 
M2 = ({q02, r, S, t}, {Zo2, E, F}, {a, b, c, d}, 62, qo2, Zo2, 0) E R o, where 
61 ~2 
(qo,, Zol) ~+ (p, AB) (q02, Z02) ~ (r, EE) 
(p, A) ~+ (p, AB ) (r, E) -~  (r, EE) 
(p,A) b (p,e) (r,E) b-k~(t,e) 
(p, A) c (p, CB) (r, E) ~, (s, ~) 
(p, B) c (p, ~) (t, E )  c (t, ~) 
(p,C) ~,(p, DC) (s,E) ~,(s,r) 
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(p,D) d_,(q,e) (s,F) a (t,E) 
(q, C) ~ (q, e) 
(q, B) --~ (p, e) 
The process is shown in Fig. 7.2. When ® (p ,A  .BZ) - ( r ,E  2 .E )  is 
visited first and is applied skipping with respect o Q (p ,A  • B) - ( r ,E  2 .), 
the edge between ® (p, A • B 2) = (r, E 2 • E) and its skipping end (p, B z) =- 
(t, E .  E) is labeled b (]Skipping]). Furthermore, skipping is applied to @ 
(p ,A  • B 2) - (r, E 2 • E) again after the full expansion of @ (p, DCBB)  =-- 
(s, F), and then the above edge is relabeled eZd ([Re-skipping]), since 
I(r, E z) =f~ (t, E)I ~< I(r, g 2) ==L=~ (t, g)t. 
M 2 M 2 
Another application of skipping to @ (p, A • B 2) - (r, E 2 • E) after that 
causes no change. Then it turns to s-checked, and the algorithm halts with 
the conclusion that "M 1 =M s.'' (In reality, L (MI )=L(M2)  = 
{a"(b U c2d) e" I n >~ 1 }.) 
7.2. Termination and Correctness of  Algorithm IIl 
THEOREM III. For the given M I ~ D o and M s @ R o under the 
assumptions in Section 3, Algorithm III decides correctly whether they are 
equivalent or not in a finite number of  steps. 
Proof Just the same argument as in Section 6.2 holds, except that 
"Algorithm II" is replaced by "Algorithm III." Note in the proof of 
Lemma5.1 that each (p i ,A ia[ ' )  (1 <~i<~n-- 1) has also a nondecreasing 
mode. Q.E.D. 
8. CONCLUDING REMARKS 
Our new direct branching algorithm is not only powerful enough to be 
applicable to two dpda's accepting by empty stack, one of which is real-time, 
but also simple even for dpda's in lower subclasses, as the reader may have 
understood through the examples. It should be emphasized that all the 
equivalence quations considered here are only of the form (p, a)---(/~,fl), 
where (p, a) is a reachable configuration of one dpda and (/~, fl) that of the 
other, contrary to those of Korenjak and Hopcroft (1966) and their 
successors until now. Besides, the algorithm of Korenjak et al. needs the 
value of such a constant as k~ (Definition 3.1) in advance, though our final 
one does not. 
It may be extended to dpda's in still higher subclasses. Such an approach 
is also applicable to some grammars as well (Tomita, 1983). 
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APPENDIX 
We begin by giving one definition for the following proofs. 
DEFINITION A. 1. For any live configuration c = (p, a), let 
Min(c) = Min(p, a) = Min{Iw[ ] w C L(c)}, 
the minimum length of input strings accepted from c. 
I. Proof of Proposition 3.2 (M 2 E So) 
(i) The case where x = e is trivial. So we are only concerned with the 
case where x E Z'+. 
Suppose for some factorization x =x'x" with x" C Z + and q C Q1 that 
x ¢ x"  (p, A109,)~(p',a'1091)~m (q, e109,) with a 'EF  +, 
MI 
and 
! X I X" 
(D2 =:====~ fl °92 ~ f12 M2 y for some' f12, ? ~ F*. 
Now we shall show that if fl' =fllfl2 and f l l  :::~M2X' e, then Ifll[ < kl(p,A). 
Let y =y'y" be a shortest string in L(p', a'091) with (p', a') ~YM~ (q', ~) for 
X~y ~ some q'EQ1, where y 'CZ +. Then we have (p ,A)~,  (q',e), and 
Min(p', a'091) > Min(q', ¢ol). Thus, 
2 
Min(p, A091) ~< Min{lz l l (p,A)~M, (q', e)} + Min(q', o)1) 
<~ k~(p, A) + Min(q', co,) 
< k~(p, A) + Min(p', a'co,) 
= k~(p,A) + Min(fl2 m2), 
since (p', a'09~)-fl2092 is implied to hold. Moreover, 
Min(p, A091) ---- Min(fl'm2) = Min(fll) + Min(fl 2 0)2). 
Hence, 
[ill [ ~< Min(fll) (by real-timeness of M2) 
< kl(P,A). 
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Thus, if [fl'[ = I~1~=1 = klCp, A) (> I~ll), then f12 ~ ~, and we have 
x / x/I 
f l '=P l f l2~ f l2~? JMs  for y jEF*  suchthat f=)b.co2. 
The case where 092 =e is trivial. Therefore, if Ifi'l =k~(p,A) or else 
co 2 = e, then we have 
~'1 co:) =:~ (Tjl ~:). 
M2 
(ii) This is straightforward from the above result together with 
Definition 3.1. Q.E.D. 
II. Proof of Proposition 3.2 
For this end, it suffices to prove the next slightly modified version of 
Oyamaguchi et al. (1980, Lemma 3.7, p. 100). 
PROPOSITION 3.2'. For the given M 1 E D O and M 2 E R o, there exists an 
integer constant m > 1 with the following property: 
I f  c I C Q1 × F~ + and c 2 E Q2 × F2 + are equivalent reachable 
configurations with cl T (y) #1, y c 27* (c, l E Q1 × F* is live by 
assumption A2), then c2 T- m (Y)  C~ for some c~ C Q2 × F*. | 
The correspondence b tween Propositions 3.2 and 3.2' is clear if we let 
(p, A091)=c1, (ff, fl'092)=c2, x=ya Ca @ZU {e}); 
derivation (3.1a) be 
el T (y) . . . .  C 1 ~ C 1 M1 
derivation (3.2a) be 
with ICll = I#11, c~'= (q, o91); 
C2 T- m (Y) C; ~M2 C2't 
and 
with Ic~l- Ic~'l ~ i, c~ = (qj, 7j092); 
~'=m+ i. 
Thus, it is obvious that Proposition 3.2 is implied by Proposition 3.2'. 
Oyamaguchi, Honda, and Inagaki (1980) (OHI for short) have proved in 
their Lemma 3.7 the same result as Proposition 3.2' for M 1 and M2 both of 
which are in R0, and the reader interested in the details of the proof of this 
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proposition is advised to refer to their proof. On the occasion, it should be 
noted that a configuration (q, co) in OHI is described with the rightmost 
symbol of a~ being the top symbol on the stack, contrary to our description. 
The whole of this Appendix, however, is so described as to be unaffected by 
the difference. Assumptions in Section 3 are also the same as in OHI. 
Now careful reading of OHI's proof of Lemma 3.7 reveals that only a 
similar extension of OHI's Lemma3.3, p. 96, suffices to extend their 
Lemma 3.7 to have Proposition 3.2'. 
Their proof of Lemma 3.7 is very lengthy, and then only the necessary 
change in it, i.e., an extension of their Lemma 3.3 is described here. The 
following up to the end of the proof of Lemma A are written so as to be 
understood without OHI. 
In the first place, let a definition be picked up from OHI. 
DEFINITION A.2 (OHI's Definition 3.1, p. 94). Let koi (i----1, 2) be the 
smallest number with the following property: For p, q E Qi, A E F i, and 
reEF*  with Italy<2, if (p ,A)~ w M,(q,o~) for some wC27", then 
(p ,A)~t~(q,o~)  for some WOE27* with Iw0[ + 1 ~k0i. 
This means that, if in state p of M i it is possible to replace A on top of the 
stack by o~ and enter state q, then it is possible to do so under an input of 
length at most k0 i -  1. 
Let k o= Max{ko~,k02 } (>/2). I ' 
Note that kol > k 1 by Definition 3.1. 
Then the extended version of OHI'S Lemma 3.3 says 
LEMMA A. For the given M 1 E D O and M E E Ro, let p = 2ko(kJo °21 - 1), 
and let c C Q1 × F* and ? E Q2 × F* be equivalent live configurations with 
c T (w) c' for some w E 27* and c' ~ Q1 x F*. I f x  is a shortest string such 
that c T (x) c', then e T- o (x) 6' for some Y' E 02 × F*. 
OHI's Lemma 3.3 has been proved for M 1 ~ R o, and p = kl0 °2t+z. 
Prior to proving this lemma, two preliminary lemmas are given. The idea 
of the first of them has already been used in the proof of Proposition 3.2 
(M2 ~ So). It is also a key for our extension here, since it holds even for a 
dpda with e-rules. 
LEMMA A.1. For the given M1E D O , let c k T (w) c l for some wE27*, 
where c k, e I E Q1 × F*. Then, 
Min(ck) < Min(c~) + k o. 
0 Proof Let y =y 'y"  be a shortest string in L(ct) with c z T- tlc~l-tckl) (Y') c/ 
(i.e., ct~ (y')c~ by OHI's notation) for some c~E Q~ X F* such that 
= o Thus, Min(ck)~Min{lz I[ckT leVI levi. Then we have CkT(wy')c  l.
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(z) c~} + Min(c~) < ko, + Min(c~) (by Definition A.2) ~ko, + Min(c,) ~< 
Min(ct) + ko. Q.E.D. 
Corresponding to the above property, OHI's Lemma 3.1, p. 95, for a dpda 
in R 0 is modified as follows: 
LEMMA A.2. Let Co=(Po, COo) , cl ..... cl021 be a sequence of live 
configurations of M 2 @ R o satisfying the following conditions: 
(i) for any i (1 ~<i~< I Q21), the stack of e i contains COo in its bottom 
(i.e., c o agrees with c i by OHFs terminology), and 
(ii) [c01 +k  0 < le, I, and 
ko(lei-,I-leol)+ko<~lc,[-Icol foranyi  (2~<i~<[Q21). 
Then there exist I and k, 0 <~ l < k <. [ Q2 l, such that 
Min(cl) + ko < Min(ck). 
Proof. For each i/> 1, let yi=y[y[' be a shortest string in L(ci) with 
t 
ci ~ (Pi, coo) for some Pi C Q2. Now there are only I Q21 states, so there 
exist l and k, 0 ~< l < k~ I Q2], such that Pt =Pk. 
In case l = 0, i.e., (Pk, coo) = (Po, COo) = Co, 
Min(c,) ~> [ek I - I% I + Min(p,, too) 
= lekl -  Ic0J + Min(c0) 
> ko + Min(c0) 
(by real-timeness ofM2) 
(by conditions (i) and (ii)). 
In case l~>1, we have Min(ct)<ko(lct l -[col)+Min(pt,  COo) by 
Definition A.2. Thus, 
Min(et) + ko < ko(Ictl- leol) + ko + Min(pk, COo) (forp, =Pk) 
~< Ickl- Icol + Min(pk, COo) (by condition (ii)) 
~< Min(ck) (by real-timeness ofM2). Q.E.D. 
We are now ready to prove Lemma A. 
Proof of Lemma A. Suppose, to the contrary, that 6 T- o (x) 6' does not 
hold for the shortest x such that c T (x) c', that is, there exists d C Q2 × F* 
with Idl < 161-p such that 6=~'2d for some prefix x' of x (x=x 'x" ,  
x" E Z*). Let d be with the minimum height in 6=>~2 6' and x' the shortest 
prefix of x taking 6 to such d. 
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For MICDo,  let e T (x ' )d ,and divide this derivation into as fine 
subderivations as possible such that 
(e =) Co T (Xo) Cl T (Xl)e2 ° ; "On-1  Y (Xn-1) Cn (=d) 
with x'  =XoX 1 ... x,,_ 1, where [ci[ + 1 >7 Ic`.+11 and ]xil < kol ~< k o for any i, 
0 < i < n ~ 1, since Mi is under assumption A1 in Section 3 and x = x 'x"  is 
the shortest one such that c ~ (x)e', We hav e here, by  Lemma A. 1, that 
Min(c~)<Min(ci )+k o for anykand l ,  0<k<l~<n.  (A.1) 
For M 2 C R o, let 
- -  Xo  - -  X l  - -  - -  Xn  1 
(6=)Co~C,~C2. . . c , _  , -> 6, (= d). (A.2) 
M2 M2 M2 
These ~'s (0 ~< i~ n) are' named sampling points. Here, 116 .` I --16`.+111 < k o 
for any i, 0 ~ i ~< n - 1, since Ix,.[ < k o and M z is real-time under assumption 
A1. Initially, let 6io = 6, = d = (/~,, To). Then the stack of every preceding ? .` 
(0 ~< i < n) contains co o in its bottom, since a' = (ft,, To) is chosen to be the 
first (i.e., leftmost) configuration with the minimum height in E=>~2 6'. Next, 
let 6il (i I < n) be a sampling point with theminimum 'height in derivation 
(A.2) such that 1661>ldl+ko. Then, 1661<(Id]:+ko)+ko (<[6I), i.e. , 
lei, I -  Idl < 2ko. 
Furthermore, pick out sampling points?is (ij < i j_ l)  with the minimum 
height in derivation (A.2) step by step for j=2 ,3  ..... IQ2], so that 
ko([6i, i I -  Idl) + ko ~< I~1-  Idl < {ko(16`.~ ,1- Idl) + ko} + ko. This process 
can be completely fulfilled because - 
16i)-  Idl < ko(16`.,_,l- Idl) + 2ko 
< ko{ko(leia_21- Idl) + 2ko} +2ko 
< 2ko(k~ 1 + k~ z +. . .  + ko + 1) 
= 2ko(k ~ - 1)/(k o - 1) 
~, 2ko(k ~ -1 )  (for ko ~> 2) 
2ko(klo °2t - 1)=p, , 
hence, I%l < I dl + p < l el- 
Now, all of the E'  by ij s are live 
sequence of configurations d= 6 .` o, 6i, 
of Lemma A.2. Therefore, there exist 
Min(E`.,,) + k o < Min(6ik,). Then we 
assumption A2 in Section 3 and the 
..... EiiQ21 satisfies conditions (i) and (ii) 
l' and k', 0 ~ l' < k' ~< [Q2[, such that 
have Min(elk, ) > Min(ei,) + ko, since 
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c = E, and consequently ci~, =-- ci r, Eik, =- ci k, are assumed. But this contradicts 
inequal ity (A. 1). 
Thus, E T- ~ (x) E' does hold. Q.E.D. 
Proof  o f  Proposition 3.2'. The proof is just the same as OHI 's  proof of 
Lemma 3.7 except that each occurrence of their Lemma 3.3 (in p. 101, lines 
-20  and -11)  should be replaced by our Lemma A. Q.E.D. 
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